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Abstract. This literature review synthesizes research on the experiences of Chinese gay men in online spaces. Social media provides opportunities for marginalized sexuality exploration and selective disclosure, allowing connection with hidden peers despite conservative cultural norms. However, substantial identity tensions persist between liberatory potential online and enduring offline constraints like family pressures, stigma, and censorship. Key themes examined include online identity construction under cultural influences, sequencing from anonymous to identifiable disclosure, struggles for empowering representation, and risks around involuntary outing that temper mental health benefits of online support. While virtual platforms expand Expression, full integration with real-world contexts remains challenging. Enduring harassment and victimization, amplified by state suppression of LGBTQ+ content, exacerbate psychological distress. Studies emphasize the need for aligned technological, cultural, and legal advances to translate online safe havens into greater wellbeing for this vulnerable population. Overall, this review highlights the complex interplay of opportunities and threats as Chinese gay men navigate old and new media to develop holistic identities between familial duties and sexual desires, social constraints and hopes for greater openness. Progress requires addressing biases and stigma pervading both online and offline spheres.
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1. Introduction

The advent of social media has profoundly shaped the landscape of identity formation and self-presentation, especially for marginalized groups who can find community online. For Chinese gay men, these virtual spaces provide opportunities to express one's sexuality and find acceptance among peers, which is often difficult in the real world due to conservative cultural norms [1]. However, connecting online also poses unique challenges and risks related to censorship, anonymity, harassment, and mental health. This literature review synthesizes key research on how Chinese gay men leverage social media for self-presentation and identity construction, while navigating complex tensions between their real and virtual identities. Although the virtual world enables more freedom and connection, fully realizing an integrated self remains difficult given pervasive discrimination, family pressures, and social stigma against homosexuality in China [2, 3].

The review will examine scholarship on online identity performance [4], Chinese cultural values [5, 6], experiences of coming out and seeking community online [7], and the mental health impacts of straddling seemingly opposed online and offline gay identities [8]. It argues that while social media empowers Chinese gay men in many ways, substantial obstacles persist in translating virtual safe havens into real-world acceptance and well-being. Nuanced solutions recognizing both the potentials and pitfalls of online life for this population are needed. This review will contribute to the growing scholarship at the intersection of media studies, LGBTQ+ issues, and Chinese culture. Given the rapid digital transformations in China and shifting sociocultural attitudes, ongoing examination of how marginalized groups like gay men utilize and are impacted by new technologies is crucial.

The emergence of social media has radically transformed practices of identity formation and self-presentation. Online spaces provide new contexts for constructing and expressing identity, particularly for marginalized populations like LGBTQ+ individuals who can leverage anonymity and
connect with dispersed communities not accessible offline [9] However, identity performance online is also shaped by cultural norms and values that limit self-disclosure. This section reviews research on online identity construction, especially among LGBTQ+ and Chinese digital users, examining key opportunities and tensions.

A robust area of scholarship explores how Internet users craft online personas and leverage affordances of networked platforms for identity exploration. Early research found that anonymous venues like chatrooms allowed "identity touristry" as individuals experimented with different personas and social roles. With the rise of social networking sites (SNSs) like Facebook, attention shifted to how profiles and curated content reflected identity, idealized selves, and belonging to online groups [10]. SNS identity construction integrates both self-presentation for different audiences and contexts, as well as developing an authentic digital representation of oneself [11, 12].

For marginalized populations like LGBTQ+ youth, these identity practices take on particular significance as online spaces provide opportunities to safely explore sexuality, receive social support, and connect with similar others [13, 14]. LGBTQ+ individuals leverage both anonymous and identifiable platforms for identity development at different stages, often beginning with online coming out in anonymous forums before intentionally curating a visible queer presence across identifiable social media. Research highlights the profound impacts of these technologies for promoting psychosocial well-being through building queer community and affirming identities often stigmatized offline [15].

However, identity construction online occurs within cultural contexts that shape discourses around gender and sexuality, even on global platforms like Facebook increasingly used in non-Western contexts [16]. Scholars have examined how Asian and Chinese digital practices reflect local values like collectivism and family-centeredness that constrain self-presentation and disclosure, especially of marginalized identities. For instance, studies of Chinese queers show social media use adheres to normative expectations around relationships and family obligations [17]. Other work reveals deliberate efforts to segment social media content to maintain discretion around LGBTQ+ identity when networked audiences include family [18]. These cultural pressures mean online spaces, while expanding identity exploration, do not fully liberate marginalized youth from offline social stigma and norms.

In summary, research highlights the profound opportunities but also lingering constraints of online spaces for identity construction among marginalized groups. While social media enables community building, disclosure, and empowerment, individuals still navigate complex tensions between liberatory potentials of these technologies and enduring social or cultural limitations grounded in the physical world. For LGBTQ+ youth in Asian cultures like China that reinforce collectivism and familial piety, online self-presentation reflects persistent regulated identities rather than fully emancipated selves.

2. Experiences of Chinese Gay Men Online

While social media creates new avenues for identity exploration and community among marginalized groups, the specific experiences of Chinese gay men online reflect unique opportunities and challenges. Conservative cultural norms and pervasive stigma around homosexuality shape how this population leverages online spaces for coming out, seeking peer support, and navigating issues around representation and discrimination. This section reviews scholarship documenting Chinese gay men's lived experiences on social media.

For Chinese gay men, social networking platforms can provide valuable opportunities for connecting with other LGBTQ+ individuals, exploring their sexuality, and selectively coming out to peers [19]. Semi-anonymous forums like Blued, a Chinese gay dating app, are often initial online venues for coming out and interacting with other gay men, especially those not fully open about their sexuality offline. The anonymity and distance of online spaces make selective disclosure of stigmatized
identities feel safer. In these online gay communities, individuals find social support, model self-acceptance, and develop the confidence and language to eventually disclose their sexuality to friends and family face-to-face. The sequential nature of this coming out process, from anonymous online spaces to selective disclosure offline, highlights the instrumental role of social media in enabling identity development despite cultural stigma. More research could explore how this phased embracing of sexuality online translates into long-term wellbeing outcomes. However, lingering stigma and risks around being openly gay in China lead many men to exercise caution in online self-presentation to avoid unwanted disclosure. For example, some segmented their WeChat contacts to share LGBTQ-related posts only with other gay friends, or used degendered pseudonyms allowing anonymity [20]. Such “closeted compensation strategies” illustrate the tensions between desiring community and fearing consequences of visible gay identity, given Chinese cultural emphasis on filial piety and pressures to marry. Continued use of secretive tactics highlights the limits of online platforms in transcending offline social norms, even as they expand possibilities for discrete exploration and selective disclosure. This ongoing restraint in online self-disclosure underscores the need for cultural shifts in acceptance alongside technological solutions. Achieving authentic queer representation requires reducing the social risks of visibility.

For openly gay men, experiences on social media reveal ongoing struggles for positive representation and against discrimination. Studies of gay Chinese influencers on Instagram found they needed to carefully curate aspirational yet apolitical personae to gain mainstream acceptance. Others have examined racist representations of Asian men in Western gay digital spaces that perpetuate stereotypes like emasculation [21]. Within online LGBTQ+ communities, toxic beauty standards and femme-phobic attitudes also marginalize gender nonconforming gay men. These challenges of misrepresentation intersect with state efforts to censor online LGBTQ+ content as “abnormal” and dangerous influence. Despite expanding visibility, social media spotlights the work still needed to achieve empowering, authentic queer representation [22]. The pervasiveness of negative stereotypes and censorship highlights the need for greater critical examination of how societal biases manifest online. More constructive queer portrayals and discourses must be consciously fostered and platform algorithms designed to curtail discrimination.

Overall, research on Chinese gay men’s lived experiences online reveal profound opportunities alongside persisting constraints. While digital spaces provide avenues to find community, progressive representations remain limited given dominant cultural values and norms. Continued state censorship and social stigma force many to maintain discretion in self-presentation to avoid backlash. Yet even allowing selective disclosure and anonymous exploration, social media uniquely empowers this marginalized population. Scholars emphasize the need for further cultural shifts and legal reforms to translate these virtual safe havens into full equality for LGBTQ+ groups in China.

3. Real vs Virtual Self: Challenges and Opportunities

A core tension explored in research on Chinese gay men online involves the complex relationship between real and virtual identities. While social media provides opportunities to express one's sexuality more freely, integrating these two spheres remains challenging [23]. Key issues examined include discrepancies between online and offline presentation, dealing with censorship, harnessing social media's potentials while navigating risks. The gaps between online and offline presentation of sexuality create distress not just from concealment itself, but also internalized homophobia from an inability to integrate these spheres of identity. Many Chinese gay men desire greater congruence across contexts but feel constrained by social stigma. More research could explore interventions addressing subconscious biases and building self-acceptance.

A major challenge is the gaps many Chinese gay men experience between their open online lives and concealed offline identities. One study found only 12% maintained equal disclosure of sexuality across online and offline contexts, with most tailoring self-presentation based on perceptions of acceptance and risks in each sphere [24]. Such ongoing concealment offline stems from fears of social
censure, loss of relationships, and even familial abuse. These dilemmas result in psychological distress and inhibit an integrated self-concept. Chinese authorities also strictly control online content related to LGBTQ+ issues, censoring websites and social media accounts. While ostensibly aiming to limit youth exposure to “abnormal” sexual content, such censorship clearly limits queer self-expression and community building online [25]. Activist attempts to challenge gender and sexuality norms on sites like Sina Weibo are often swiftly curtailed. Consequently, fulsome representation of gay Chinese experiences remains suppressed across both online and offline settings.

However, social media also empowers Chinese gay men through information access, social support, and activism potential. Individuals leverage online knowledge and peer connections to understand their sexuality and strategically navigate coming out. Virtual safe spaces provide social support associated with better mental health outcomes among LGBTQ+ youth facing stigma. And while episodic, some have harnessed social media for impactful advocacy around gay rights in China. These affordances highlight continued promise in expanding psychosocial resources and challenging oppression, despite homophobic censorship. The Internet provides Chinese gay men an independent space to learn about sexuality, mental health, and legal rights often obscured offline. Online social support networks predict greater self-esteem and lower internalized stigma. And through hashtags and viral campaigns, social media enables episodic activist mobilization around gay rights in China.

Risks around privacy breaches, online harassment, and impact on mental health temper these potentials. Outing by hackers or through careless contacts on shared accounts represents a constant threat, given harsh real-world consequences of exposure. Discriminatory speech also proliferates on Chinese social media targeting sexual minorities, especially gay men [26]. Coping with this online victimization linked to greater psychological distress. More research is needed into how LGBTQ+ users can leverage social media while avoiding its harms. New research could explore how support groups and moderation might mitigate online harassment based on sexuality. Regarding involuntary outing, platform design changes enabling more granular audience segmentation could help users maintain discretion across diverse social circles. Overall, balancing privacy protections and community access remains key [27].

Collectively, virtual spaces expand self-expression and provide a community lifeline, yet full integration with offline life remains difficult for gay Chinese men. Scholarship emphasizes both the opportunities of online connection and activism, as well as dangers from homophobic censorship, harassment, and outing that prevent realizing the Internet’s liberatory promise. Resolving this tension requires structural changes across online and offline settings to enable more harmonious expression of gender and sexual diversity in Chinese digital spheres.

4. Mental Health Implications

The complex interplay between online and offline identity for Chinese gay men also has significant implications for mental health that merit greater scholarly attention. Issues like social stigma, online harassment, and reconciling real-virtual selves pose psychological risks, even as social media facilitates access to information and peer support. Examining these mental health impacts is critical for developing holistic supports. Research in Western contexts reveals LGBTQ+ individuals face disproportionate rates of issues like depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideation linked to minority stress and marginalization. Perceived social support specifically from other queer peers is associated with resilience against these mental health burdens. For LGBTQ+ youth unable to find offline community, online spaces provide a vital alternative lifeline. Multiple studies with American teens affirm social media access to queer connections and resources correlates with better psychosocial outcomes [28]. However, the cultural context for Chinese sexual minorities differs considerably from Western environments. A study comparing gay men across China and Europe found higher rates of suicide attempts and psychological distress among the Chinese cohort. Researchers hypothesized these mental health disparities stemmed from greater family or social rejection and pressures faced by Chinese gay men to conceal their sexuality. Accessing informed, affirming mental health services
remains difficult given cultural taboos. These vulnerabilities make online support networks even more critical, yet Chinese social media brings risks as well. One study found gay men reporting online victimization showed higher rates of depression and suicide intention compared to peers[29]. Coping with a disjointed sense of self online versus off may also trigger internalized homophobia and anxiety. However, research into the intersection of Chinese gay identity and mental health supports remains extremely limited.

Going forward, scholars emphasize need to examine both protective factors offered through Chinese social media as well as potential threats to wellbeing. More work should probe nuances like how anonymity in gay online groups might alleviate vs exacerbate psychological distress over closeted status offline. Researchers also recommend designing culturally tailored mental health services for LGBTQ+ populations leveraging digital platforms and peer support components [30]. However, truly addressing these knowledge gaps will require not only improving research, but creating sociopolitical climates where Chinese gay mental health is valued rather than stigmatized.

In a nutshell, existing scholarship highlights the integral yet complex role online experiences play in shaping mental health outcomes for gay Chinese men in relation to their marginalized status. Progressing this research through interdisciplinary, culturally informed approaches will provide vital insights into supporting this vulnerable population.

5. Conclusion

This literature review has synthesized research on the experiences of Chinese gay men in online spaces. Key findings show these virtual communities provide valuable opportunities for identity exploration, selective disclosure, and connection with peers in a setting often less constrained by conservative cultural norms. However, substantial tensions remain in integrating online and offline identities, as stigma, familial pressures, and censorship persist.

Several directions for future research emerge from these insights. More work could explore the effectiveness of online mental health support and education resources targeting internalized homophobia among Chinese gay men. Scholars also call for design-based research into platform affordances and community governance models that balance privacy, discretion, and identity expression for LGBTQ+ users based on their concerns. Finally, comparative studies of post-millennial Chinese youth attitudes could assess any generationally shifting views on gender and sexual diversity.

Overall, this review highlights the complexities of virtual life for Chinese gay men at the nexus of technological empowerment and enduring social marginalization. While online spaces provide essential lifelines, genuinely transforming structural oppression requires change across both digital and physical realms. A priority must be addressing cultural biases and stigma that inhibit reconciling one’s full self across contexts. Only through such cultural and legal progress can the Internet’s liberatory potential for marginalized groups be fully realized in practice. Yet there is hope online technologies combined with activist leverage can progressively reshape societal attitudes, as seen in other national contexts around LGBTQ+ issues.
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